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Key Questions Asked of Industrial 
Research Leaders
• What is the value of the research portfolio? 

• When will revenue be realized from R&D 
investments? 

• What is the ROI from R&D expenditures?

• How are these investments aligned with 
strategy? 

• How is the investment being managed? 
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Key Points

• Project Selection, Project Management / 
Oversight and Portfolio Management are 
separate but related issues 

• Project Selection  doing the right things

• Project Management  doing things right

• Portfolio Management  Sum of above 
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Industrial Research Institute Metrics 
Project(s) 

• 1990 – 94 Technology Value Pyramid (TVP)
• 1994 – 96 Technology Value Program
• 1995 – 98 ‘Anchored’ Scales for Projects 
• 1998 – 01 ‘Anchored’ Scales for Portfolios 
• 1999 – 03 ‘Anchored’ Scales for Front End

• 2005-2011 Updated TVP
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Key Results of Work

• 50 Metrics identified and prioritized
• Framework put in place to organize with

Five Hierarchical Layers
– Value Creation
– Portfolio Assessment
– Integration with the Business
– Asset Value of Technology
– Practice of R&D Processes

• Can be tailored to context 
• Specific metrics selected according to 

stakeholders / audience



Technology Value Pyramid



Comparison of Most Common Metrics 
1994 to 2009



Key Observations 1994 to 2009 
Top Metrics That Stayed Same

• Financial Return

• Strategic Alignment

• Value of Pipeline

• Gross Profit

• Achievement of Milestones

New Areas in 2009

• Sales or Gross Profit from New Products

• Level of Business Support

• Quality of People



The TVP program allows you to choose those metrics that best suit the needs you 
or your organization have,
i.e. choose the metrics (KPI’s*) appropriate for the needs at hand.

*KPI = Key performance Indicator



Stage-Gate® and TVP

The Stage-Gate® process is widely used to control the flow of R&D work. The  
TVP can be effective in selecting metrics at each stage of the 
Stage-Gate process.

"Stage-Gate® is a registered trademark of Stage Gate Inc"



Stage Gate Concepts

• A number of gated systems exist

• SG is a project management system, not a magic 
bullet

• Best when accompanied by anchored scales

Positives 

• Instills Discipline and Consistency

Negatives

• Perceived as inflexible 

• Leads to short cutting or circumventing 



Newer Versions of Stage Gate

• Agile (Lean) Stage Gate Hybrids

– Uses scrum or other iterative techniques on 
front end

– Scope and product features are kept open

– Good for less defined projects

• Abbreviated Stage Gate

– Reduces stages and gates

– Good for shorter term or incremental projects



Portfolio Management 

More than sum of projects/programs

• Projects by business and type

– Incremental vs breakthrough

– Existing product improvement vs new to 
company vs new to world

• Time horizon 

– Spread across horizons (1-3, 3-5, 5+ years) 

• Multiple views

– Spend, phasing of revenue, key decision dates



Partnership Implications of Portfolio 
View
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One Important Metric -
Vitality Index

• Percent of sales due to new products in last ‘x 
years’ 
– Typically 4-5 years*

• Criteria of what is ‘new’ varies*
– New SKU

– New to world

– New to market

– Next generation

– Substantive Change
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Vitality Index (continued) 

• Often cited by companies in investor 
information and in information related to 
innovation

• Varies by industry and how define ‘New’ 

• Metric is often criticized but widely used…. 
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Other Common Metrics

• R&D as percent of sales

– Dependent on industry

– Crude or ‘coarse’ metric

– Can be impacted by economies of scale

• External spend

– Can be good to drive behavior

– Better metric is projects / new products impacted 
by external projects



Early Phase / ‘Breakthrough’ Projects

• Hard numbers for individual projects are 
unreliable and can lead to sub-optimization

• Softer numbers such as trends and overall 
market opportunity are often more reliable

• Metrics need to be tuned to audience



Key Points

• Project Selection, Project Management / Oversight and 
Portfolio Management are separate but related issues 

• Project Selection  doing the right things
– Strategic alignment with financial guidance 

• Project Management  doing things right
– Stage Gate® or similar system

• Portfolio Management  Sum of above 
– System for assessing risk, horizon and nature of 

projects



• TVP is a good formalism to organize thinking around 
metrics

• Interrelated issues such as project and portfolio 
management need to be considered in  establishing 
system

• No system is perfect. Benefit can be gained from 
starting and learning as you go

• Understanding partners’ metrics and measures can 
provide insight into rewards and motivation

In Summary….
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Back – up information





Next Generation Stage Gate

24Taken from Cooper, (2014)
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